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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a methodology for very high-level image processing design and implementation realtime image processing applications on a re-configurable logic platform field programmable get array. This
methodology aims to improve the design verification efficiency for such complex system. It presents a
design and develops for two colors space converters (RGB to YCbCr and YCbCr to RGB), and application.
The proposed technique was implemented using Xilinx System Generator in MATLAB/SIMULINK
environment on field programmable get array. To improve the implementation time, Xilinx system
generator software for generating “hardware description language code” from a high-level MATLAB
description has been used. A field-programmable gate array, Provide a major alternative in hardware
platform scenario because of its reconfiguration character, marketing speed and low price and it provides us
a custom hardware platform where we can design and develop the required algorithm and architecture by
using different built-in a custom logic, Digital signal processing cores and automatic “hardware description
language code” generation facility. A field-programmable gate array offer high performance in terms of
processing speed and high chip density, thus suiting every conceivable application, whether small or high
end, yet remaining cost-effective. The objective is to have a converter, which will be useful for number of
applications due to the diversity of computers, Internet and a wide variety of video devices, all using
different color representations, is forcing the digital designer today to convert between them. Performance
of these design implemented in FPGA card XUPV5-LX110T.
Keywords: Color Space Converters (CSC), Field Programmable Get Array (FPGA), Xilinx System
Generator (XSG).
1.

each case, a color space was chosen for applicationspecific.
Color space conversion has become an integral
part of image processing and transmission. Real
time images and video are stored in RGB color
space [2].Processing an image in the RGB color
space, with a set of RGB values for each pixel is
not the most efficient method. To speed up some
processing steps many broadcast, video and
imaging standards use luminance and color
difference video signals, such as YCbCr, making a
mechanism for converting between formats
necessary[3].

INTRODUCTION

A color space is a method of describing and
representing colors in a standard way. There are
three popular groups of color spaces used to define
colors in electronic devices, mainly RGB (used in
display devices), YCbCr, YIQ and YUV (used in
video systems) and CMYK (used in color
printing).Color space conversion (CSC) is the
process of converting the representation of a given
color or image from one color space to another [1].
All color spaces can be derived from the RGB
information supplied by devices such as cameras
and scanners. Different color spaces have
historically evolved for different applications. In

Image processing operations such as color space
conversion are good candidates for implementation
1
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The remainder of this paper is divided into five
sections. After introduction, a description of color
space is presented in section 2. Section 3 presents
implementation, converting From RGB to YCbCr
Color Space, Converting from YCbCr to RGB
Color Space and an example of image processing
application on FPGA. Section 4shows some results
and analysis. Finally, concluding remarks are given
in Section 5.

in custom hardware because these functions operate
identically on each pixel .In software
implementation the loop and the other overhead can
be significant while in hardware Implementation
only a small amount of circuitry is require.
[4].FPGA’s are widely used to design applications
that require high-speed parallel data processing,
such as image processing [5]-[6]-[7]-[8].
Since an FPGA implements the logic required
by an application by building separate hardware for
each function, FPGAs are inherently parallel. This
gives them the speed that results from a hardware
design while retaining the reprogrammable
flexibility of software at a relatively low cost. This
makes FPGAs well suited to image processing,
particularly at the low and intermediate levels
where they are able to exploit the parallelism
inherent in images [8].
The tools, which used to design and debug the
different applications in FPGA, are Integrated
Software
Environment
(ISE),
Embedded
Development Kit (EDK) and, System generator,
which was used in this paper.
System generator is a tool provided by Xilinx and
fully integrated into the MATLAB software. It is a
block based graphical editor. A library of hardware
blocks is available to the user. Instead of writing
any hardware design by hand, the user can create its
system by using prebuilt blocks. This tool decreases
dramatically the development time and verification
process of an application.

Figure 1: Xilinx System Generator (X.S.G) design flow

2.

COLOR SPACE

A color space is a method by which we can
specify, create and visualize color. The purpose of a
color modelis to facilitate the specification of colors
in some standard, generally accepted way.

This reduces the time necessary between the
control design derivations and hardware
implementation. In addition, the software provides
for the hardware simulation and hardware-in-theloop verification, referred to as hardware cosimulation from within this environment [2]-[3].
This methodology provides easier hardware
verification and implementation compared to HDL
based approach. The Simulink simulation and
hardware-in-the loop approach presents a far more
cost efficient solution than other methodologies.
The ability to quickly and directly realize a control
system design as a real-time embedded system
greatly facilitates the design process [9]-[10]-[11].

2.1

RGB Color Space

The Red, Green, and Blue color space is widely
used in computer graphics. RGB is one of most
widely used color space for processing and storing
the digital image data[13].Red, Green, and Blue are
the three primary colors and are represented by
three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system . It
is an additive color space where each component
has a range of 0 to 255, with all three 0s for
producing a black color and all three 255 for
producing a white color [14].Any other color space
can be obtained by transformation from RGB.

The tool (XSG) will program the targeted FPGA
automatically and send the input data that need to
be processed. When this is done, the results are
displayed on the screen. Hence, the design can be
tested in real-time on the targeted FPGA very
quickly [12].The design flow of the XGS
development tool is given in figure1.

Though being the simplest and robust color
space, RGB has few disadvantages. This main
disadvantage of this color space. This color space is
device dependent it means that the same signal or
image can look different on different devices. It has
high correlation between its components (R, G, and
2
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B). In RGB chrominance and luminance component
are mixed So RGB is not very efficient when
dealing with real world images and thus processing
an image in RGB color space is usually not the
most efficient method [15].
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format, all three-color components should be of
equal bandwidth. This requires more storage space
and bandwidth. Also, processing an image in the
RGB space is more complex since any change in
the color of any pixel requires all the three RGB
values to be read, calculations performed, and then
stored [4].

2.2

YCbCr Color Space
YCbCr color space has been defined in response
to increasing demands for digital algorithms in
handling video information and has become a
widely used model in a digital video [16].

The conversion
YCbCr colors is
equation:
The other
range YCbCr color
following equation:

YCbCr one of two primary color spaces is
widely used to represent digital component video
(the other is RGB). The difference between YCbCr
and RGB is that YCbCr represents color as
brightness and two color difference signals, while
RGB represents color as red, green and blue. In
YCbCr, the Y is the brightness (luma),Cb is blue
minus luma (B-Y) and Cr is red minus luma (R-Y).
YCbCr Color Space was developed as part of the
Recommendation ITU-R BT.601 for worldwide
digital component video standard and then used in
television transmissions (YCbCr) is used in the
context of digital image and video processing,
especially, for JPEG images and MPEG video
encoding) [15]-[3].

of RGB colors into full-range
described by the following
(1)
way round, to convert a fullinto RGB is described by the

(2)
3.

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

3.1

RGB2YCbCr Top-Level Module

The above equation No (1) have been used to
design the unit CSC (RGB to YCbCr) by using
Xilinx system generator. Xilinx system generator
works with standard Simulink models. Two blocks
called “Gateway In” (In) and “Gateway Out” (Out)
define the boundary of the FPGA from the
Simulink simulation model.

2.3

Converting From RGB to YCbCr Color
Space
Decomposing an RGB color image into one
luminance image and two chrominance images is
the method that has been used in the most
commercial applications such as face detections,
JPEG and MPEG imaging standards [17]-[15].
Engineers found 60% to 70% of luminance or
brightness is in the "green color." In the
chrominance part Cb and Cr, the brightness
information can be removed from the blue and red
colors. To generate the same color in the RGB

3
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Figure 2: RGB 2 YCbCr top-level module

In Figure2, the three “Gateway In” blocks
define the input interface of R, G, B and the three
“Gateway Out” block define the output interface of
Y, Cb and Cr for the RGB2YCbCr module. Every
System Generator diagram requires that at least one
System Generator token be placed on the diagram.
This token is not connected to anything but only
serves to drive the FPGA implementation process.
The property editor for this token allows you to
specify the target Netlist, device, performance
targets and system period.

Figure4: calculate Y sub-module in XSG

3.1.2 Calculate Cb Sub-Module
In this design the function of Cb sub-module is
to calculate the Cb (chrominance image) of the
parallel input of the R, G and B value by the basic
equations to convert between RGB and Cb
Cb = –0.169R – 0.331G + 0.5B +128
(4)

RGB2YCbCr top-level module presented in
Figure2 is composed with calculate Y sub-module,
calculate Cb sub-module and calculate Cr submodule. The three sub-modules connection diagram
isshown in Figure3, we can see that the R, G and B
areinputted into the three sub-modulesandoutput the
“Y”, the “Cb” and the “Cr”. The calculate y submodule receives the “R”, “G”and “B” to calculate
Y; the seam withe calculate Cb sub-module to
calculate Cb and calculate Cr sub-module to
calculate
Cr

Figure5: calculate Cb sub-module in XSG

3.1.3 Calculate Cr sub-module
In this design the function of Cr sub-module is
to calculate the Cr (chrominance image) of the
parallel input of the R, G and B value by the basic
equations to convert between RGB and Cr

Figure3: calculate Y, calculate Cb and calculate Cr submodule connection

Cr = 0.5R – 0.419G – 0.081B +128
(5)

3.1.1 Calculate Y sub-module
In this design the function of Y sub-module is to
calculate the Y (luminance image) of the parallel
input of the R, G and B value by the basic equations
to convert between RGB and Y
Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B
(3)

Figure6: calculate Cr sub-module in XSG

3.2

4

YCbCr2RGB Top-Level Module
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sub-module

and

calculate

B

sub-module.

Figure 7:YCbCr2RGB with application top-level module

The three sub-modules connection diagram is
shown in Figure8, we can see that the Y, Cb and Cr
are inputted into the three sub-modules and output
the “R”, the “G” and the “B”. The calculate R submodule receives the “Y” and “Cr” to calculate R;
the calculate “G” sub-module receives the “Y”,
“Cb” and “Cr” to calculate Gand the calculate B
sub-module receives the “Y” and “Cb” to calculate
B

Figure9: calculate R sub-module in XSG

3.2.2 Calculate G sub-module
In this design, the function of G sub-module is
to calculate the Gof the parallel input of the Y, Cb
and Cr value by the basic equations to convert
between YCbCr and G
G= Y -0.343(Cb-128) -0.711(Cr-128)
(7)

Figure8: calculate R, calculate G and calculate B submodule connection

3.2.1 Calculate R sub-module
In this design, the function of R sub-module is
to calculate the Rof the parallel input of the Y and
Cr value by the basic equations to convert between
YCbCr and R

Figure10: calculate G sub-module in XSG

R = Y + 1.4(Cr-128)
(6)
3.2.3 Calculate B sub-module
In this design, the function of B sub-module is
to calculate the Bof the parallel input of the Y and
5
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Cb value by the basic equations to convert between
YCbCr and B
B = Y +1.765(Cb-128)

design running in an FPGA directly into a Simulink
simulation "Hardware Co-Simulation". Using
hardware co-simulation, we can select a subsystem
in a System Generator model to run in hardware
while the rest of the model is simulated on a host
PC.Hardware co-simulation block was generated
without any errors and the processing speed and
hardware resources were obtained using the
synthesis Moreover, ISE implementation tool.

(8)

Further, while the simulation is carried outby
connecting the hardware run-time model, that is,
Virtex 5 platform (Virtex5 XUPV5-LX110T), to
design and perform the simulation, it iscalled as
HIL verification. Figure 13 shows the view of the
HDL co-simulation and HIL circuit.

Figure11: calculate B sub-module in XSG

3.2.4 Image
detection)

processing

algorithm

JTAG
and
Ethernet
point-to-point
communication are the two most widely used
hardware co-simulation interfaces.
System Generator provides a generic interface that
uses JTAG and a Xilinx programming cable (e.g.,
Parallel Cable IV or Platform Cable USB) to
communicate with FPGA hardware.

(edge

YCbCr2RGB module presented in Figure7
shown Image processing algorithm subsystem.The
application that we used in this subsystem is edge
detection. The Image edge detection is very
powerful and used method in the field of Image
processing applications. Edge detection plays an
essential role to detect edges of an object. In
Different fields like medical application, for object
detection in aerial images from satellite and vehicle
detection etc. A set of mathematical methods for
identifying points in a digital image at which the
image brightness changes sharply or has
discontinuities is named as edges.
In this paper, the edge detection algorithm
represented by the Transfer function as Shown in
Figure12.

Figure13: HDL co-simulation and HIL circuit

4.

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Color space converters R’G’B’ ↔ Y’CbCr
algorithm, and edge detection, are designed in
MATLAB and Simulink (system generator) and
they are implemented on Virtex-5. The
RGB2YCbCr module in Figure2 is behaviorally
equivalent to 4981 lines of Verilog program code.
Those thousands of code lines generated by XSG
were not needed to be manually coded, debugged,
verified, refined and reentered line-by-line. XSG
accelerates design by providing access to highly
parameterized Intellectual Properties (IP) for Xilinx
FPGA and is included in the ISE Design Suite. All
steps start, of generating the Simulinkmodel for the
system using Simulink block sets in MATLAB
even downloaded to FPGA.

Figure12: edge detection algorithm

3.3
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Hardware Co-Simulation

System Generator provides hardware cosimulation, making it possible to incorporate a
6
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Table1 and table2, details the resource
requirements of the CSC design. Note that in
practice, additional blocks are needed for
input/output interfaces and synchronization

Table 1: Post Synthesis Device Utilization
Ofrgb2ycbcr Top-Level Module

Figure14: RTL Schematic For RGB2YCbCr Top-Level
Module

Table 2: Post Synthesis Device Utilization
Ofycbcr2rgb Top-Level Module

Figure15: RTL Schematic Forycbcr2rgb Top-Level
Module

The algorithms and architectures are tested with
three different images. The results are shown in
figure16.
The Top-level RTL schematic for the CSC
(RGB 2 YCbCr) and CSC (YCbCr 2 RGB)
developed and implemented on FPGA is shown in
figure14and figure15 respectively. This is a
schematic representation of the preoptimized design
shown at the Register Transfer Level (RTL). This
representation is in terms of generic symbols, such
as adders, multipliers, counters, AND gates, OR
gates and is generated after the HDL synthesis
phase of the synthesis process. The two default
clock drivers are available for the system. This
system blocks are designed for the Virtex-5 ML505
board.
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RGB2YCbCr Top-Level
Module

RGB2YCbCr Top-Level
Module

RGB 512*512

RGB 384*512

YCbCr

YCbCr
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YCbCr2RGB Top-Level Module
with (edge detection)

Input
images

RGB 300*300

Output
images

RGB

Output
images

Y

Y

R

Output
images

Cb

G

Cb

Output
images

Cr

Cr

B

Figure11: Results of R’G’B’ ↔ Y’CbCr top-level module

5.

hardware without the requirement of learning HDLs
and Hardware Design.

CONCLUSION

Processing an image in the RGB color space,
with a set of RGB values for each pixel is not the
most effective method. To accelerate certain
processing steps many broadcast, video and
imaging standards use luminance and color
difference video signals, such as YCbCr, making a
mechanism for converting between formats
necessary. (RGB ↔ YCbCr) conversions require
enormous computing power.

The results indicate the Xilinx System
Generator tool offers an easy and efficient method
for implementing colors space converters (RGB ↔
YCbCr) algorithm into FPGA. The design was
implemented on virtex5 devices and their utilization
summaries are showed.
From this work, it can be observed that the
Xilinx System Generator is a versatile tool to
perform software and hardware Co-Simulation for
image processing applications. It provides rapid
means to do hardware implementation of complex

The use of the Xilinx System Generator tool for
colors space converters is presented. It is shown
that this tool is ideal for developing FPGA based
8
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techniques used for processing images with
minimum resources and minimum delay. There is
possibility of implementing some more parallel,
processes with the architecture of CSC on the same
FPGA because; we used 138 CLB slices with 1%
utilization.
The future work will be focused on Xilinx
System Generator development tools for the
implementation of other blocks used in computer
vision on Xilinx Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGA).
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